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Current understanding of how contractility emerges in disordered actomyosin networks of non-
muscle cells is still largely based on the intuition derived from earlier works on muscle contractility.
In addition, in disordered networks, passive cross-linkers have been hypothesized to percolate force
chains in the network, hence, establishing large-scale connectivity between local contractile clusters.
This view, however, largely overlooks the free energy gain following cross-linker binding, which, even
in the absence of active fluctuations, provides a thermodynamic drive towards highly overlapping
filamentous states. In this work, we shed light on this phenomenon, showing that passive cross-
linkers, when considered in the context of two anti-parallel filaments, generate noticeable contractile
forces. However, as binding free energy of cross-linkers is increased, a sharp onset of kinetic ar-
rest follows, greatly diminishing effectiveness of this contractility mechanism, allowing the network
to contract only with weakly resisting tensions at its boundary. We have carried out stochastic
simulations elucidating this mechanism, followed by a mean-field treatment that predicts how con-
tractile forces asymptotically scale at small and large binding energies, respectively. Furthermore,
when considering an active contractile filament pair, based on non-muscle myosin II, we found that
the non-processive nature of these motors leads to highly inefficient force generation, due to re-
coil slippage of the overlap during periods when the motor is dissociated. However, we discovered
that passive cross-linkers can serve as a structural ratchet during these unbound motor time spans,
resulting in vast force amplification. Our results shed light on the non-equilibrium effects of tran-
siently binding proteins in biological active matter, as observed in the non-muscle actin cytoskeleton,
showing that highly efficient contractile force dipoles result from synergy of passive cross-linker and
active motor dynamics, via a ratcheting mechanism on a funneled energy landscape.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many eukaryotic cells fundamentally rely on the ability
to reshape and reform their interior cytoskeletal polymer
structure to produce directed motion [1]. This biological
active matter, which constantly consumes and dissipates
energy in its surrounding environment, exerts directional
forces allowing the cell to dynamically respond to a vari-
ety of chemical or mechanical extracellular cues [2–4]. An
intriguing example of a cytoskeletal system that drives
these cellular morphological changes is the cell’s acto-
myosin network - a polymeric network of long, thin actin
fibers which can be nucleated and rearranged via actin
binding proteins and active, ATP-consuming molecular
motors to produce cellular forces in a variety of struc-
tures, providing a dynamic scaffold for the cell body. The
distinct ability of the combination of actin filaments, pas-
sive actin cross-linking proteins and myosin II molecular
motors to produce contractile cellular force is of funda-
mental importance in many cell types and has been well-
studied in muscle cells [5–7], where parallel arrangements
of filaments in opposite polarities allows for a directed,
inward pull of the cell’s sarcomeric unit (Fig. 1).
Contractility is, however, much less understood in
motile non-muscle cells, where it frequently emerges from
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an isotropic filament network with little geometric or po-
lar ordering, indicating some type of a spontaneous sym-
metry breaking process [9, 10]. These contractile net-
works are responsible for diverse micro-structural dynam-
ics, including lamellar stress fiber formation of tens of
bundled filaments (shown in Fig. 1(b)), cell rear retrac-
tion that is essential to locomotion, and tension mainte-
nance in the thin sub-membrane cortical layer surround-
ing the cell [11]. Prior works on explaining the emer-
gence of contractility in disordered actomyosin networks
have pointed to a variety of effects, including the po-
tential importance of filament buckling [12–15], actin
filament treadmilling [16, 17], and the role of passive
cross-linkers as force-transmitters between neighboring
contractile clusters [17–23]. Other studies have also in-
vestigated the general non-equilibrium dynamics of such
cytoskeletal arrangements, outside of the context of the
emergence of contractility, and have described fluidized
and glassy network behavior [17, 24] as well as strain-
stiffening of the active polymer gel [25].
In light of both recent and older works, the fundamen-
tal physical intuition for the emergence of contractility
still largely rests on the classical sarcomeric mechanism,
where myosin mini-filament heads are bound to two lo-
cally anti-parallel actin filaments, allowing the energy-
consuming unidirectional walking of those heads to gen-
erate a contractile shearing motion between the actin fil-
aments (shown in Fig. 1(a)). Two questions naturally
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2FIG. 1. Actomyosin contractility mechanisms in a variety
of cell types. (a) In a muscle sarcomere, actin filaments
are aligned in bands of opposite polarity such that a bipo-
lar myosin II filament can walk towards the actin filament’s
plus ends, generating maximal contractile force, shown as
black arrows. The motor filaments also contain hundreds of
heads, which are able to continuously generate force on the
filaments and maintain attachment as they hydrolyze ATP
to produce mechanical work. (b) In a non-muscle actomyosin
network, filaments are distributed in a random geometric fash-
ion throughout the cytoskeleton. The myosin II filaments in
a non-muscle actomyosin system are also smaller (number of
heads per side of bipolar filament Nt ≈ 30 [8]) and highly
transient (the duty ratio of bound to unbound states of the
motor filament ρm  1) compared to their muscle counter-
parts (Nt ≈ 500, ρm ≈ 1), but can form disordered arrange-
ments of locally anti-parallel actin filaments. Motor filaments
of this nature are responsible for stress fiber formation via
compression of a fragmented lamellipodial actin mesh.
arise with regard to this picture: (1) How do initially
isotropic actin networks in three dimensions give rise to
locally anti-parallel contractile force dipoles, and (2) do
passive cross-linkers play an important role only in per-
colating force chains at larger spatial scales, as previously
suggested, or are they also important in generating con-
tractility at the level of a single force dipole? We address
the first question in the accompanying paper.
In this work, we address the second question by ana-
lyzing a simple model of two anti-parallel actin filaments,
connected at their furthest ends by springs to bound-
aries, allowing both cross-linkers and a myosin mini-
filament to transiently bind and dissociate. Our ana-
lytical and numerical results, in qualitative agreement
with recent works discussed below [26, 27], indicate that
passive cross-linkers play a crucial role already at the
scale of a force dipole, giving rise to a funneled energy
landscape, where stronger overlap of actin filaments cor-
responds to a larger number of bound cross-linkers, with
those configurations having lower free energy compared
with less contracted states. In addition to shedding light
on this gradient of free energy due to cross-linker binding,
we have also discovered a strongly biphasic behavior of
contractility with respect to the strength of cross-linker
binding free energy, where a rise of contractile forces is
followed by a rapid decline due to kinetic arrest of inter-
mediate configurations by strongly bound cross-linkers.
Overall, we found that the thermodynamic drive to more
complete overlap of actin filaments is significantly atten-
uated by trapping in a purely passive force dipole (pFD),
generating contractile forces that are noticeably smaller
than the ones generated by the unidirectional walking of
myosin heads when in the presence of stiff springs coun-
teracting the contraction. However, pure myosin action is
also relatively ineffective at generating contractile forces
because the bound motor filaments are highly transient,
easily permitting recoiling slippage of the contracted el-
ement of two oppositely polar actin filaments. We have
discovered that cross-linkers can help to overcome this
slippage process via a ratcheting mechanism - by using
dynamic cross-linkers to prevent recoiling of intermediate
configurations without bound motors, greatly amplified
contractile forces are produced. Hence, our work reveals
strong synergy between passive cross-linker binding dy-
namics and active myosin processes in an active force
dipole (aFD), which constitutes the main building block
of actomyosin contractile network.
II. MODELING A FORCE DIPOLE
To shed light on the thermodynamic and kinetic na-
ture of a fundamental contractile actomyosin element in-
teracting with passive cross-linkers, which serve as build-
ing blocks of more complex actomyosin networks in non-
muscle cells, we constructed and carried out various sim-
ulations of a pair of rigid actin filaments in one dimension
(Fig. 2), where cross-linker proteins dynamically bind
and unbind to the overlapping region. We first consid-
ered a system where only cross-linker binding generates
contractile forces in a passive force dipole (pFD), followed
by simulations where a uni-directional motor was added
to form an active force dipole (aFD), in which the motor
filament can walk in the direction of the plus end of the
actin filaments to generate additional mechanical force.
The two actin filaments, denoted as the right and left fil-
aments with respect to the simulated length, have length
L = 2µm and midpoints xr and xl, with initial midpoint
positions x0r = 1µm and x
0
l = 3µm, respectively. An
overlap length lo between the two filaments can then be
defined as lo = (xl + L/2) − (xr − L/2). Each filament
is connected to springs at their outward-facing plus ends
such that the tension provided by the springs on each
filament is F rt = −Kt(xr − x0r) and F lt = −Kt(xl − x0l ).
3FIG. 2. One-dimensional ”force dipole” actomyosin model
schematic. Two filaments with plus ends facing outward and
midpoints xr and xl are both connected to springs with stiff-
ness Kt, initially with an equilibrium filament position of x
0
r
and x0l . When no cross-linkers are bound between the two fil-
aments, they seperately undergo tethered Langevin motion.
While the filament overlap lo is large enough, cross-linkers can
transiently bind and unbind according to their kinetic rates as
in Eq. 2, which arrests the filaments if the number of cross-
linkers bound is non-zero.The number of available binding
sites np varies with actin filament overlap. Motor filaments
can (un)bind and walk stochastically on the pair of actin fil-
aments, generating force via a time-varying filament overlap
potential.
The diversity of the chemical states of the force dipole
can be represented with the integer values, (m,n), with
m ∈ [0, 1] and n ∈ [0,∞], which specify the number of
(active) myosin II motor filaments and (passive) cross-
linkers bound to the filament pair, respectively.
When there are no motors or cross-linkers bound to
the pair of filaments (m = 0,n = 0), they can sep-
arately undergo overdamped Langevin motion that in-
cludes forces provided by their respective tethers and a
stochastic force, via η dxldt = F
l
t +Fs, and η
dxr
dt = F
r
t +Fs,
where Fs satisfies the fluctuation-dissipation theorem in
one dimension. The instantaneous number of sites, np,
available for binding in the overlapping region between
the two filaments, is obtained from np = bmax(lo, 0)/∆c,
where ∆ denotes the spacing between adjacent bind-
ing sites. We assume that the filaments move only in
the absence of bound cross-linkers (n = 0), otherwise,
they are immobilized (n 6= 0). We further expect that
upon binding of a cross-linker, the tension in each respec-
tive actin filament tether is nearly instantaneously equi-
librated such that |Ft| ≡ |F rt | = |F lt | while preserving the
average tensile force experienced by the filament pair at
the time-step before equilibration |Ft| = 12 (|F lt | + |F rt |).
This equilibration assumption is based on the separa-
tion of timescales between tether relaxation (≈ ms) and
(un)binding dynamics (≈ 0.1s in the fastest simulated
case). The spatial positions of the filament pair remain
stationary until complete cross-linker unbinding (n = 0).
The filament pair can also experience an active motor
contractile force, Fm, when a motor is bound (m = 1),
via a stochastically time-varying filament overlap poten-
tial, Fm(t) = Km(lo(t)−lmo (t)), where lmo (t) indicates the
filament overlap corresponding to an unstretched motor.
Upon a new binding event, this motor parameter, which
implicitly represents the intrinsic length of the molecule,
is initialized to lo(t). This defines the motor filament’s
equilibrium length in terms of the filament pair’s configu-
ration at the moment of motor’s binding. Then, lmo (t) can
stochastically increase by a motor step size ds with aver-
age walking velocity vw, where this velocity depends on
the instantaneous value of Fm, as described in Appendix
A. With this active force contribution, the aggregate
force experienced by all cross-linkers bound between the
filament pair can be written as Fcl = |Fm−Ft|. The sim-
ulation protocol iteratively performs Gillespie stochastic
simulation for chemical dynamics (including both bind-
ing, unbinding and motor-stepping events) and switches
to overdamped (mechanical) Langevin dynamics when
the number of bound motors and cross-linkers becomes
zero (i.e. m=0 and n=0). The latter dynamics is then
evolved for τr, which is the reaction time for the next
re-binding event, estimated stochastically based on the
same Gillespie algorithm.
Next, we relate the stochastic (un)binding rates of
cross-linkers on the filament pair to their thermodynamic
binding energy, denoted as . This binding energy can be
phenomenologically related to the change in Helmholtz
free energy ∆A by the following form, which contains
enthalpic and entropic contributions [28]:
∆A ≈ −+ kbT ln
(
vm
vb
)
(1)
where vm = V/N , V is the system volume, N is the
number of cross-linkers in solution. vb can be thought of
as the binding site volume of the cross-linker, which at
most physiological concentrations is much smaller than
vm. Intuitively from this equation, one can imagine sys-
tem entropy is lowered from binding as kbT ln(
vm
vb
), but is
counter-acted by a gain in energy due to the favorability
of cross-linker binding with energy .
We assume upon cross-linker binding P∆V ≈ 0 such
that we can equate the change in Helmholtz free energy
∆A to the change in Gibbs free energy ∆G. Combining
Eq. 1 with this approximation, and using the classic rela-
tion for the dissociation of a molecule from a binding site
KD = e
∆G/kbT , one obtains an approximate expression
for the dissociation constant KD of cross-linkers in this
system in terms of their binding energy as
KD ≈ vm
vb
e−/kbT . (2)
KD can then be related to the stochastic cross-linker re-
action constants by KD = k
cl
u /k
cl
b .
Non-muscle myosin II molecules in vivo are assem-
bled into bipolar mini-filaments, with patches of motor
4heads radiating outward [29] which then can (un)bind
to neighboring filament segments. Hence, we must con-
sider motor filament kinetics in our model as a coarse-
grained version of a detailed stochastic process including
Nt transient motor heads per side of the mini-filament,
coexisting in a connected bipolar structure. The number
of motor heads per side of a mini-filament is typically
Nt ≈ 30 (in total ≈ 60 heads per mini-filament) [8],
so it is reasonable to assume that < 10 of these heads
per side could be bound to a single actin filament si-
multaneously - we choose Nt = 10 for our simulations,
which produces a mean unbinding time of τ¯mu ≈ 1/s in
absence of mechanosensitivity. Since tension is released
upon unbinding of either side of the bipolar filament,
we use this value as the effective unbinding rate of our
coarse-grained description. Therefore, even with multiple
motor filament heads possibly attached to a single actin
filament, the stochastic dynamics of these heads creates
a highly transient system of tension build and release be-
tween the filament pair. We leave the description of our
mechanochemical model for these myosin II filaments,
which is used in our aFD simulations, to Appendix A.
We include catch and slip bonds for cross-linkers as
well as motor filaments. Although the aim in this study
is not to probe the effects of mechanochemical feedback
between these proteins, we find it necessary to include
key mechanochemical relationships for full model real-
ism. For individual cross-linker bound to the filament
pair, we employ a typical “slip” bond characterized by
a decreasing bound lifetime with applied load [30] as
kclu,eff = k
cl
u exp(Fclxcl/npkbT ) where xcl is a charac-
teristic unbinding distance, and kclu is the zero-force un-
binding rate. We only consider pulling forces such that
F > 0. In the case of a non-muscle myosin II motor fil-
ament, where individual motor heads have been shown
to have a “catch”-bond characterized by an increased
bound lifetime with applied load [31–33], we describe the
(un)binding and walking kinetics of an ensemble of mo-
tor heads with a simple set of parameters to capture the
essential aspects of motor filament mechanosensitivity - a
binding lifetime that increases exponentially with applied
load F and the number of motor heads in the filament
Nt, motivated by the results of [34], and a walking ve-
locity that is one of the Hill form [5]. In Appendix A,
we describe the mechanochemical model of the myosin II
filament used as well as all parameter values used for the
overall model.
III. PASSIVE FORCE DIPOLES
In the absence of motor filaments, cross-linkers can cre-
ate a substantial amount of contractile force in the anti-
parallel filament pair against the elastic tethers simply by
rectifying Brownian fluctuations which increase filament
overlap. We denote this as a passive force dipole (pFD)
since it does not contain active fluctuations. Contraction
of the pFD can be quantified in terms of a thermody-
namic parameter  and kinetic parameter kclu using their
previously defined relation. Figure 3(a) shows the aver-
age contractile force generated in 250 simulations for 200
s - we denote this time as τlab and average trajectory ob-
servables 〈·〉 over this time. We observe a sharply bipha-
sic dependence of generated overlap on varying cross-
linker binding energies. At low , cross-linkers cannot
sustain significant levels of tension between the filaments
due to a low occupancy of the available binding sites,
while at high , significant kinetic arrest occurs due to
quick saturation of the binding sites, significantly hinder-
ing filament motion. While cross-linkers are able to gen-
erate overlap between the filament pair when restoring
forces are minimal, at most binding energies simulated,
they are ineffective against stiffer springs counteracting
the contraction of the pair (Kt = 0.1pN/nm). This is
due to slippage of the filament pair when cross-linker
dissociation occurs, releasing contractile tension between
them. Contraction can only be generated in this case
if the binding affinity of the cross-linkers is greater than
10kbT , which induces complete arrest of the filament pair
upon a single site occupancy.
Essential to the characteristic force production of the
pFD is not only the overall cross-linker affinity , which
controls the probability of occupancy of the np sites be-
tween the filament pair, but also, crucially, the kinetic
rates of binding and dissociation processes that deter-
mine how quickly initially non-equilibrium dynamics ap-
proaches the steady state. The former arise purely from
statistical mechanics principles, as we show below. Ac-
celerating cross-linker binding kinetics in this regard (i.e.
simultaneously increasing kclb and k
cl
u while maintaining
binding energy as in Eq. 2) shifts resulting force curves
upward until saturation is reached for kclu = 10 s
−1. This
can be thought of as approaching the thermodynamic
limit of force production of the contractile element as
kclu →∞.
Important to this non-linear behavior is the mean-
first passage time of unbinding of n cross-linkers from np
cross-link binding sites on the filament pair, τ¯ clu , since this
mean behavior defines the speed of inter-filament motion
across all possible overlaps, and thus the timescale of
relaxation τss of the contractile element. In our stochas-
tic representation, this is the mean time of transition-
ing from the n = 1 to n = 0 state. Surprisingly, this
mean-passage-time problem is similar to the stochastic
dynamics of an ensemble of myosin II motor heads be-
coming completely unbound from an actin filament (see
Appendix A, Eq. 8). Recasting this equation for cross-
linker dynamics by replacing the number of motor heads
Nt with the number of possible binding sites np, as well as
cross-linker kinetics of (un)binding, we obtain an expres-
sion for the mean-passage-time of complete cross-linker
unbinding:
τ¯ clu ≈
1
kclb np
[(
1 +
kclb
kclu
)np
− 1
]
. (3)
5FIG. 3. Cross-linker driven contraction of the passive force
dipole. (a) Measurement of trajectory averaged contractile
force on τlab for Kt = 0.01pN/nm tethers, denoted as F ()
shows non-linear behavior in terms of the cross-link energy 
as chemical input with kclu = 10/s. The analytically predicted
lsso is shown as the black dotted curve, with the numerical
solution to Eq 6 as solid black - these solutions diverge at
lab ≈ 6kbT . This corresponds to the transition τlab  τss
caused by increasing binding strength of cross-links. Increas-
ing speed of unbinding shifts curves to the predicted ther-
modynamic limit. Inset displays stochastic trajectories for
the same cross-linker binding energies. (b) Power-law anal-
ysis of the trajectory-averaged motion of the filament pair
shows a linear force-generating regime lo ∝ t followed by a
exponential relaxation to steady state lsso − lo ∝ e−t/τss with
τss ∝ (1 + exp(/kbT ))lo/∆. Trajectories above lab are far
from equilibrium as seen in their steep decay to arrest.
On the other hand, the mean binding time (i.e. transi-
tion time from n = 0 to n = 1) is simply τ¯ clb = k
cl
b np.
We note that both passage times are fundamentally de-
pendent on the filament overlap by the definition of np
given above. Predictions of Eq. 3 show excellent agree-
ment with simulated first-passage times of cross-linkers
from n = 1 to n = 0 at various binding site availabilities
(data not shown).
With this, we can construct an equation of motion
describing the observed stochastic contraction process
in terms of the cross-linker’s mean-field energetic con-
tribution to the filament pair and the resulting elastic
restoring forces of the filament pair. First, in absence
of stochastic effects, a thermodynamic driving overlap
force P clo /∆ is expected to result when the filament pair
increases their overlap by a distance ∆, with a probabil-
ity of occupancy of the binding site P clo = k
cl
b /(k
cl
b +k
cl
u ).
Since the motion of the filament pair is hindered if n 6= 0,
an effective mean-field equation of motion neglecting
stochastic force can be written as:
2η
dlo
dt
=
(

∆
P clo − 2Ktlo
)
(1− δn), where (4)
δn =
{
0, if n = 0.
1, if n 6= 0. (5)
We have defined δn such that motion is allowed when
there are no cross-linkers bound to the filament pair, and
η = 10−3pNs/nm is the viscous damping constant of
an individual actin filament. If we average this equation
over many intervals of n = 0 and n 6= 0 states, which is
valid under the assumption that many intervals occur in
motion to a new cross-link position lo±∆, i.e. η∆2/
τ¯ clb + τ¯
cl
u , the 〈(1− δn)〉ia term can be separated from the
average and evaluated explicitly as the probability of the
n = 0 state during simulation. This assumption bounds
the kinetic rates considered to τ¯ clu . 1s. We express this
probability in terms of the cross-linker binding energy as
P (n = 0|lo) = τ¯ clb /(τ¯ clb + τ¯ clu ) = (1+v exp())−lo/∆, which
bears similar resemblance in its form to the classic sta-
tistical mechanics problem of Langmuir absorption. We
have defined v = vm/vb. This then gives the final equa-
tion of motion, where we change variables l˜o to indicate
the interval-averaged overlap:
2η
dl˜o
dt
=
(

∆
P clo − 2Kt l˜o
)
(1 + v exp(/kbT ))
−l˜o/∆. (6)
This equation predicts a near-linear contractile regime in
the short-time limit with a constant velocity: lo ∝ vclo t.
This is followed by an exponentially decaying relaxation
to steady state lsso −lo ∝ e−t/τss (details of the asymptotic
analysis are given in Appendix B). In general, vclo is di-
rectly proportional to the strength of cross-linker binding
in absence of non-equilibrium effects, and τss is inversely
proportional to the occupancy of the available binding
sites. This is observed in our simulations with predicted
vclo ∝  and τss ∝ (1+exp(/kbT ))lo/∆ asymptotic behav-
iors, as shown in Fig 3(b). At infinitely long timescales,
the equation of motion predicts the steady state overlap,
lsso () =
P clo
2∆Kt
, (7)
6FIG. 4. Actomyosin ratcheting due to transient cross-linking in the active force dipole. (a) F () shows similar biphasic
behavior but is amplified greatly due to the presence of the stochastic motor against a 0.01pN/nm tether. Amplifications from
the transient motor force are shown (transient motor force ≈ 0.3pN). Inset shows the mechanosensitive response of the motor
filament for increasing external stiffness with kclu = 1/s. (b) Trajectories of the filament pairs at lab ≈ 5kbT show step-like
approach to a steady state. Increasing kinetic rates maximize overlap generated on τlab. (c) The corresponding state trajectory
of the simulation with kclu = 0.1/s, which can determine contraction and extension events in (b). m = 0, 1 represents the
unbound and bound states of the motor, respectively. n = 0 and n 6= 0 represent the cross-linker state.
which is shown in Fig 3(a) as the upper bound of the
finite-time solutions which contain kinetic arrest. This
steady-state prediction diverges from measurements dur-
ing the laboratory timescale (i.e. τss  τlab) when 
passes a threshold of 6kbT , which we denote as lab.
Therefore, our results indicate the sharp onset of a glass-
like behavior which produces a transition to far-from-
equilibrium filament states. This greatly limits force pro-
duction of the filament pair when cross-linker affinity be-
comes greater than lab.
We have seen that a passive force dipole can produce
low pN scale forces if the cross-links are chemically fa-
vored to bind to the filament pair from the surround-
ing solution, forming a funneled free-energy landscape in
lo. Despite the manifest non-equilibrium nature of the
contraction process, the stochastic trajectories of the dy-
namically cross-linked two-filament element could be well
understood by treating cross-linkers as exerting a mean-
field mechanical driving force of thermodynamic origin.
Furthermore, our analysis predicts that this driving force
acts to not only favor but also eventually arrest filament
overlap depending on the interaction strength between
cross-linkers and actin and the resulting speeds of cross-
linker binding and unbinding.
IV. ACTIVE FORCE DIPOLES
We now also investigate the positive feedback mecha-
nism which produces an apparent force amplification of
the cross-linked filament pair when in the presence of
active fluctuations. As highly transient myosin II mo-
tor filaments are added (the mechanochemical model for
motor filaments is outlined in Appendix A) to form an
active force dipole (aFD) in absence of cross-linkers, the
frequent unbinding of the motor filament causes a con-
tinual build and release of contractile tension over the
simulation duration, resulting in minimal force genera-
tion (≈ 0.3pN against Kt = 0.01pN/nm springs). How-
ever, when cross-linkers are present, 3- to 17-fold am-
plifications are observed compared to the original forces
generated in absence of the motor filament (Fig 4) at
an lab ≈ 5kbT . This is slightly shifted from the pFD
case due to cross-linker mechanochemical effects (data
not shown). We also observe an overall sharp increase
in transient motor filament force production when in-
creasing stiffness of external springs, consistent with the
myosin II’s catch bond nature [34, 35]. At higher exter-
nal stiffness Kt = 0.1pN/nm, motor filaments alone are
more effective than cross-linkers at generating contrac-
tile forces for a range of binding affinities ( ≈ 0−10kbT )
but are still minimally contractile compared to when both
passive and active elements are present, which produces
22pN of force at peak binding affinity, approaching the
motor filament’s stall force Fs = 24pN . The collective
behavior of the one-dimensional actomyosin-cross-linker
system is shown in Fig. 4(b)-(c) - a “ratcheting” behavior
in which the motor, although becoming (un)bound fre-
quently, can steadily produce force over the entire simu-
lation interval, helped by cross-linkers transiently stabi-
lizing filament overlaps. The power-law behavior of the
active element displays similar characteristics compared
to when motor filaments are absent in the passive element
(see details in Appendix B).
7FIG. 5. The proposed ratcheting process in an active force
dipole. (a) The process starts at a stable configuration n = 0.
The motor can be either bound or unbound (m = 0 or +1).
(b) If m = +1, a contraction event occurs, contracting the
filaments to a new overlap lfo > l
i
o. (c) If m = 0, an extension
event occurs in which the filaments lose overlap such that
lfo < l
i
o. (d) Cross-linkers re-bind (n 6= 0), stabilizing the lfo
achieved in (a)-(b) - in a contracted or extended configuration.
This process repeats as pairwise overlap is created between
the anti-parallel pair, generating contractile force.
While the complex stochastic and mechanochemical
nature of the myosin II filament, in general, cannot be
represented by an effective motor force term in Eq. 6, we
can quantify the efficiency of this aFD ratcheting (Fig. 5)
over the range of filament overlaps and kinetic parame-
ters of the cross-linkers, to observe the specific effects of
cross-linker affinity on motor dynamics. To do this we
define two classes of stochastic events, both quantifying
an overlap length change of the aFD upon a ratcheting
cycle: a contraction event χ(lo) in which (n = 0, m = 1)
and a extension event ξ(lo) in which (n = 0, m = 0),
both of which end when n 6= 0. The frequency and mag-
nitude of these events will vary significantly based on the
(un)binding dynamics of the cross-linkers which sharply
regulate motion of the anti-parallel pair as previously de-
scribed. By collecting this data from simulations, we
can construct an effective inter-filament velocity profile
of the aFD: veff (lo) = χ(lo) ·ωχ(lo)−ξ(lo) ·ωξ(lo), where
ωχ(lo) and ωξ(lo) represent the frequencies of the respec-
FIG. 6. Effective inter-filament velocity profile in the ac-
tive force dipole. (a) The presence of cross-linkers can trap
intermediate filament configurations in the the aFD with
kclu = 10/s against Kt = 0.01pN/nm tethers. The effec-
tive velocity is of the element is calculated as veff (lo) =
χ(lo) ·ωχ(lo)−ξ(lo) ·ωξ(lo). This amplifies the resulting forces
produced by the element and is apparent in the effective con-
tractile velocity of the filament pair. Analytic approximations
for the expected value of these events are showed as filled lines.
tive stochastic events from simulations. This can be seen
as similar to a force-velocity relation since in our one-
dimensional framework, the overall restoring force expe-
rienced by the aFD is directly proportional to the formed
overlap between the anti-parallel filaments.
With this ratcheting data as shown in Figure 6, it is
clear that cross-linker dynamics can provide a bias for
contraction in the presence of myosin II as seen in the
significant shifting of the force-velocity relation of the el-
ement. Beginning with  < lab, large contraction events
exist but not for substantial overlap, resulting from the
inability of the cross-links to quickly re-stabilize contrac-
tile configurations and releasing tension. At  ≈ lab,
the contraction events are robust across all configurations
due to sufficient pairwise trapping by the cross-links, pro-
ducing a near-constant effective velocity. In the regime
 > lab, contraction events are efficient and extension
events minimal, but arrest increases significantly, hin-
dering filament motion at large overlaps. In this view,
increasing the speed of (un)binding events, as observed
previously in the no-motor filament case, will alleviate ki-
netic frustration between the filament pair which allows
maximal overlap generation (data not shown). This is
due to inter-filament motion becoming more fluid-like in
the presence of highly transient cross-links. We conclude
that passive cross-links can shift contraction favorability
of the actomyosin element by promoting stabilization at
large filament overlaps where restoring forces are signifi-
cant, as indicated by the robustness the force-velocity re-
lation of the element at lab. This averaged behavior can
8be reproduced analytically by probabilistically averaging
the possible kinetic events of contraction and extension
in the element - this is briefly derived in Appendix C.
We have shown that the energy landscape induced by
transient cross-linking in a passive force dipole is directly
observed in the non-equilibrium active force dipole (aFD)
when transient motor filaments are also present. This re-
sults in a force amplification of the element via a ratch-
eting of the motor filament on the funneled energy land-
scape induced by the presence of passive cross-linkers.
This amplification produces many pN of force against
elastic tethering, and allows the transient motor filament
to reach its maximum stall force.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have investigated the ability of cross-
linked actin force dipole to contract by rectifying thermal
and active motions in a simple stochastic model. The
contraction of these elements is essential in understand-
ing the macroscopic dynamics of cross-linked actin gels
undergoing myosin II rearrangement in non-muscle sys-
tems, but differs from the classic sarcomeric contractility
mechanisms that neglect passive cross-linkers as poten-
tial force producers. We found that the free energy land-
scape induced by the presence of cross-linkers can cre-
ate noticeable contractile force in the filament pair, how-
ever, in a narrow window of binding affinities. To better
understand the underlying kinetic restrictions, we devel-
oped a mean-field model, namely, a differential equation
of motion describing the dynamics of intermittently ar-
rested inter-filament states, where the cross-linker bind-
ing energy and the unbinding rate were the main varied
thermodynamic parameters. When cross-linker binding
affinity is high, the resulting steeper free energy gradient
with regard to increasing filament overlap (i.e. energy
funnel) generates significant thermodynamic contractile
forces, however, we also predict quick onset of a glass-
like regime that will severely hinder the force production
of the element. Our far-from-equilibrium treatment cru-
cially alters the previously proposed linear dependence of
the contractile force of filaments due to cross-linker bind-
ing [26, 27], F ∝ , suggesting, instead, a sharply peaked
force–binding-energy distribution, that exponentially de-
cays at large binding energies.
While passive cross-linkers in absence of myosin II lead
to force production within the pair of filaments (passive
force dipole), these forces in general are smaller than
forces generated by myosin II motors. The latter by
themselves also become rather inefficient, however, in
the presence of significant tension at the boundary of
the filament pair (active force dipole), due to overlap
slippage caused by restoring forces when myosin II tran-
siently dissociates, which is frequent because of their low
processivity. Hence, in this work, we have discovered
that simultaneous combination of all three components,
namely actin filaments, cross-linkers and myosin II, can
produce a highly contractile active force dipole due to
a stochastic amplification mechanism elaborated above.
Physically, this amplification is due to cross-linkers trap-
ping overlapped states as transient motors (un)bind fre-
quently, producing a ratcheting behavior which rescues
tension release when motors become unbound. In the
presence of these active fluctuations, the funneled land-
scape induced by passive cross-linking results in a further
shift towards in contractile configurations evident in the
force-velocity relation of the element. This strong ampli-
fication, which produces many pN of force, is plausible
since non-muscle myosin II motor filaments are highly
transient [8] and cross-linker kinetics are of comparable
timescales [36] to motor head stepping and (un)binding.
Two classes of experiments will aid in testing our the-
ory: (1) single-molecule force measurements and distri-
butions of residence times of small ensembles of non-
muscle myosin II for more accurate models of the true
minifilament dynamics, and (2) in vitro microrheology of
cross-linked actin gels with those minifilaments to mea-
sure the stochastic fluctuations at a scale of filament
pairs, building on the previous works [37, 38], however,
with both cross-linkers and myosin II motors included in
the same network. These results will deepen our under-
standing of the thermodynamically driven aspect of con-
traction in actomyosin cross-linked networks due to pas-
sive cross-linker binding (which we propose to denote as
the “contraction funnel”), as well as crucially important
non-equilibrium effects due to the stochastic mechano-
chemical dynamics of the proteins.
In summary, we have shown that robust contraction
can occur in the fundamental non-muscle actomyosin
building block due to a mechanism arising from the en-
ergetic favoring of increased passive cross-linking, inde-
pendent of mechanical network symmetry breaking (i.e.
buckling of filaments as previously shown [14, 15]). Over-
all, we envision a disordered actomyosin network to be
comprised of highly contractile pFD’s and aFD’s, where
the relative importance of these elements as well as me-
chanical asymmetry is largely determined by boundary
stresses and overall actin network architectures. It will
be interesting in future works to consider contractile pro-
cesses in the context of both contractile mechanisms, and
in more realistic three-dimensional environments.
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9APPENDIX A - MECHANOCHEMICAL
PARAMETER CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE
SIMULATED PROTEINS
The parameters chosen for our simulations are given
in Table I, which includes experimentally measured
mechanical stiffnesses as well as chemical kinetics of
(un)binding for the proteins considered. Careful con-
sideration must be made when choosing kinetic parame-
ters for both cross-linkers and myosin II motor filaments,
since these rate constants determine the stochastic dy-
namics of the force dipole. Considering cross-linkers
in vivo, the abundant cross-linker α-actinin displays a
bound lifetime of 2.5s with free energy of binding esti-
mated at ∆G ≈ 3kbT , as addressed in a review by Murrel
et al [36]. Other abundant cytosolic cross-linkers, includ-
ing fascin (∆G ≈ 15kbT ) and filamin (∆G ≈ 10kbT ), dis-
play a lifetime of ≈ 1s [36, 39]. Thus, we choose to vary
the binding energy control variable  from 0 to 15 kbT .
We also use kinetic (un)binding rates for cross-linkers in
the aforementioned physiological range while also testing
slower kinetics: kclu is varied from 0.01/s to 10/s.
We now consider the mechanochemical dynamics of the
myosin II motor filament included in our model. These
highly transient units, as described in the main text,
must be regarded as a coarse-grained version of a more
detailed stochastic (un)binding and walking process of
many individually transient motor heads in a single bipo-
lar mini-filament. We consider an effective unbinding
rate of the coarse-grained overlap potential which mim-
ics the mean unbinding time of a single side of the mini-
filament with Nt = 10 heads. Since the overall motor
filament unbinding rate kmu is non-trivial compared to
the single cross-linker case because of its non-linear de-
pendence on the single motor head (un)binding rates kmsb
and kmsu and individual motor head stochasticity, we use
an approximate expression for the mean unbinding time
of the ensemble of heads derived by Erdmann et al. [34]
using a series expansion of an adjoint master equation for
motor ensemble states:
τ¯mu ≈
1
kmsb Nt
[(
1 +
kmsb
kmsu
)Nt
− 1
]
. (8)
We note that this form is only accurate under a zero-
load assumption, but is remedied by combining with an
exponential factor as shown below. In an approximation,
we inherently assume a single exponentially-distributed
process with rate kmu = 1/τ¯
cl
u . For simplicity, we also con-
sider motor filament binding to the pair of actin filaments
as a single stochastic process with rate kmb = k
ms
b Nt, ig-
noring partially bound states which do not generate ten-
sion between the actin filament pair.
Individual myosin II motor heads have been shown to
display “catch”-bond behavior, characterized by an in-
creased bound lifetime with applied load [31–33]. We
aim to describe the (un)binding and walking kinetics of
an ensemble of motor heads with a simple set of param-
eters to capture the essential aspects of motor filament
mechanosensitivity - a binding lifetime that increases ex-
ponentially with applied load F and the number of mo-
tor heads in the filament Nt, motivated by the results of
[34], and a walking velocity that is one of the celebrated
Hill form [5]. Since the exponential dependence of motor
head unbinding in the post power-stroke state has been
directly observed in the bound lifetime of an entire en-
semble of heads [34], we express the unbinding rate of the
motor filament as:
kmu,eff = k
m
u exp
(
−Fxm
Nb(F )kbT
)
,
where xcl is a characteristic unbinding distance of a sin-
gle motor head, and Nb(F ) is the number of motor heads
per side of the motor filament bound to actin. An es-
sential characteristic of the myosin II motor filament to
capture in this function is a near-linear increase in the
number of bound heads with external load [6, 34, 44].
Since this expression is difficult to derive due to the
stochastic nature of the motor heads, an approximate
expression for Nb(F ), motivated by [34], can be writ-
ten as Nb(F ) = ρNt + βF where the mechanosensitivity
parameter β has been chosen to mimic the response of a
low-duty ratio motor like non-muscle myosin IIA. Upon a
motor stepping event, the number of bound heads deter-
mines the effective spring constant of the bipolar mini-
filament with Nt heads bound per side to an actin fil-
ament in parallel, with stiffness Kms corresponding to
the myosin II light chain connecting individual heads.
The sides of the bipolar filament are mechanically con-
nected by an extremely stiff motor filament heavy chain
region, giving an effective spring constant of the ensemble
Km = KmsNt/2.
In the case of motor walking, we can include a force-
dependent walking velocity vw(Fm) similar to a Hill-
relation [5] for myosin II:
vw(F ) = 2v
0
w
Fs − Fm
Fs + F/α
where Fm is the instantaneous force on the motor, α is
a parameter describing the concave nature of the veloc-
ity function which has been chosen to mimic a low-duty
ratio motor, and the stall force of the motor filament Fs
is described in Table I. This equation accounts for two
ensembles of heads walking with velocity v0w in oppo-
site directions on each actin filament. We note that in
general, non-muscle myosin II filaments are highly tran-
sient compared to their muscle sarcomere counterpart,
but this still has shown to be an effective representation
of stall dynamics [34]. This transience is due to a small
number of motor molecules Nt ≈ 28 [8] as compared to
smooth or skeletal muscle filaments where Nt ≈ 500 [44],
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Parameter Description Value
kbT Thermal energy 4.1 pNnm
x0l,r Initial left (l) and right (r) actin filament midpoints 1 µm, 3 µm
L Length of actin filament 2 µm
Kt Boundary tether stiffness 0.001− 1 pN/nm
η Viscous damping constant 10−3 pNs/nm
Fs Stochastic force experienced by actin filaments -
lo Actin filament pairwise overlap Observable
F l,rt Tether forces experienced by left (l) and right (r) actin filaments Observable
Fcl Force experienced by bound cross-linkers -
Fm Force experienced by motor filament -
xl,r Instantaneous left (l) and right (r) actin filament midpoint -
lmo Motor-preferred actin filament overlap -
lsso Steady-state overlap in pFD -
Nt Number of single motor heads per side of motor filament 10
a
m,n Number of bound motor filaments (m) and cross-linkers (n) -
np Number of possible cross-link binding sites -
 Cross-linker binding energy 0− 15 kbT
vm Effective volume of cross-linker in solution 1 · 10−3 µm3 b
vb Approximate bound volume of cross-linker 3 · 10−6 µm3 c
∆ Distance between cross-link binding sites 10 nm
kcl,mb,u (Un)binding rate of cross-linkers (cl) and motor (m) For cl, 0.01− 10/s
τ¯ cl,mb,u Mean (un)binding time of cross-linkers (cl) and motor (m) -
ds Motor filament step size 5 nm
kmsb,u Single motor head (un)binding rate 0.2/s, 1.7/s [33]
Fs Motor filament stall force 24 pN
d
v0w Walking velocity of motor filament 10 nm/s
e
α Stall velocity mechanochemical parameter for motor filament 0.2 [34]
β Catch-bond mechanochemical paramter for motor filament 2 [34]
xcl Characteristic slip-length for cross-linker 0.5 nm [30]
xm Characteristic catch-length for single motor head 1.6 nm [31]
Kms Stiffness of single motor head light chain 0.5 pN/nm [40, 41]
Km Effective spring constant of motor filament −
τlab Timescale of laboratory measurements 200s
lab Divergence point of steady-state and laboratory measurements −
χ Stochastic contraction length of aFD Observable
ξ Stochastic extension length of aFD Observable
ωχ Contraction frequency of aFD Observable
ωξ Extension frequency of aFD Observable
veff Effective inter-filament velocity of aFD Observable
TABLE I. Glossary of variables and model parameters chosen to mimic a typical system of actin filaments, cross-linkers, and
non-muscle myosin IIA motor filaments. a - Geometric constraints of the bipolar motor filament may disallow all tens of heads
to be available for binding to a pair of actin filaments due to its double-ended conic structure [8, 42]. Since the number of
non-muscle myosin II heads per side of a mini-filament is 30 for isoform A [8], we assume for this study that a third of these
heads are available for binding to the 1D actin filament. b - Calculated as the inverse of concentration V/N , assuming a bulk
cross-linker concentration of 1 µM . c - Although the exact volume of a cross-linker binding pocket is unknown, this is an
order of magnitude estimate based on the dimensions of α-actinin [43], which is valid in the approximate expression of Eq. 2.
Changes of this value would weakly shift the effective stochastic rate constants of cross-linker (un)binding for a given . d -
An approximation using the stall force of a single myosin II head, Fss ≈ 2pN [42], multiplied by its duty ratio at stall and the
number of motor heads available for binding, Fs = ρ
m
s (F )NtFss = 12 pN . This is increased to account for two motor head
ensembles on each side of the bipolar mini-filament. e - Calculated using the analytic result of Erdmann et al. [34] for the
zero-force walking rate based on individual motor head (un)binding rates. This value was also approximately obtained by Stam
et al. [35] and is further motivated by the experimental results of Norstrom et al. [42].
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causing frequent detachments of the motor head ensem-
ble from the filament pair and tension release, which, in
turn, raises serious slippage issues as discussed.
We have chosen in our stochastic representation to
model non-muscle myosin II isoform A, which displays a
faster head (un)binding dynamics and less mechanosen-
sitivity compared to isoform B, another abundant motor
filament in the eukaryotic cytosol [32]. In in vitro sliding
assays, myosin II head sliding velocities vary significantly,
ranging from 50 nm/s to as slow as 10 nm/s under vary-
ing ATP concentration for isoform B [8, 42]. Although
to our knowledge, no single-molecule kinetic study of iso-
form A mini-filaments in vivo has been performed - we
use a prediction from Erdmann et al. [34] to obtain an
average isoform A sliding velocity of v0w = 10nm/s based
on the isoform and number of binding heads we are con-
sidering in the mini-filament:
kmw = (ρms
−1 − 1)kmsb
where ρms ≈ 0.1 is the zero-force duty ratio of a single
motor head determined experimentally [32].
APPENDIX B - POWER-LAW BEHAVIOR OF
THE PASSIVE FORCE DIPOLE
We here perform a short-time and asymptotic analy-
sis of the contraction equation presented in this paper
(Eq 6). We rewrite the original contraction ODE as:
dlo
dt
= ae−γlo − bloe−γlo ,
where a ≡ P clo /2Ktη, b ≡ Kt/η, and γ ≡ ln(c)/∆ where
c ≡ 1 + vexp(/kbT ). We can also write the predicted
steady-state overlap as lsso ≡ ba . This equation is now
separable and yields:
Ei(−γlsso )− Ei
(
γ
(
lo − lsso
))
= bte−γl
ss
o
where Ei(·) represents the exponential integral Ei(x) =∫∞
−x e
−xdx/x. We can expand in the short time limit, i.e.
at lo → 0, Ei
(
γ
(
lo− lsso
))
≈ Ei(−γlsso )− (lo/lsso )e−γl
ss
o +
O(l2o) to give a linear force-generating regime:
lo ≈ P
cl
o
2∆η
t.
Thus the predicted sliding velocity of the filaments is
vclo =
P clo
2∆η in absence of kinetic arrest. In the long time
limit we can expand around lo = l
ss
o such that approxi-
mately Ei
(
γ
(
lo − lsso
))
≈ ln
(
γ
(
lsso − lo
))
. This imme-
diately gives an exponentially decaying overlap function
to steady state:
lo ≈ lsso −
[
1
γ
Ei(−γlsso )
]
e−bc
−lsso /∆t
where the timescale of approaching steady state is given
as 1/τss = bc
−lsso /∆ = Ktη (1 + vexp(/kbT ))
−lsso /∆. Sur-
prisingly, this can also be related to the simulation trajec-
tories shown in the text with using lo(τlab) in substitution
for lsso when  > lab. So, we use lo(τlab) in fitting for the
glassy regime. To differentiate between the two power
law regimes, a transition time τtrans is chosen when the
slope of the time-series in lo deviates by 10% for each
cross-linker energy . Based on this analysis, the pres-
ence of myosin II motors induces two major changes in
the behavior of the element: (1) a short-time regime in-
dependent of  replaces vclo ∝ , and (2) a significant
decrease in relaxation timescale τss as compared to the
passive cross-linker induced glassy state when in absence
of motor dynamics.
APPENDIX C - KINETIC BEHAVIOR OF THE
ACTIVE FORCE DIPOLE
We can derive the governing equation of the dynam-
ics of the aFD from (un)binding kinetics of the passive
and active components. We use the simple kinematics of
a contraction event: ξ0(lo, τ) = lo(1 − exp(−Kt2η τ)) and
extension event χ0(lo, lw, τ) = (
Km
Keff
(lo + lw) − lo)(1 −
exp(
−Keff
2η τ)) that come directly from solving the over-
lap relaxation of the element when a motor is (un)bound
(m = 0, 1) and cross-linkers are unbound (n = 0.) We
have defined Keff = Km + Kt. If we are considering
a cross-linker binding reaction with rate constant kr in
our system which stops the contraction or extension mo-
tion, we must average χ and ξ over the possible holding
times of that reaction, P (τ |kr) = krexp(−krτ). Eval-
uating ξ¯(lo) =
∫∞
0
ξ0(lo, τ)P (τ |kr)dτ and χ¯(lo, lw) =∫∞
0
χ0(lo, lw, τ)P (τ |kr)dτ , we have
χ¯(lo, kr) = lo
(
1 + 2ηkrKt
)−1
, and
ξ¯(lo, lw, kr) =
(
Km
Keff
(lo + lw)− lo
)(
1 + 2ηkrKeff
)−1
.
We must now consider the walk length of the motor fil-
ament in a time τ , lw =
∫ τ
0
vwdt, since it fundamentally
depends on the kinetics of the reactions leading up to a
contraction event. We consider the motor filament walk-
ing in the n 6= 0 state such that Fm ≈ Kmlw. The motor
filament walk length time is controlled by cross-linker un-
binding, since we must consider another kinematic pro-
cess once n = 0. We approximate the motor filament
stall-force relation in Eq. V as vw(F ) ≈ v0w(1−Kmlw/Fs).
This is simply a linear approximation of the true concave
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force-velocity relation which accounts for the F = 0 and
F = Fs behavior. Integrating this equation for lw, and
averaging over all possible cross-linker unbinding times
with rate kclu as l¯w(lo) =
∫∞
0
lw(lo, τ)P (τ |kclu )dτ , we have:
l¯w(lo) =
Fs
Km
(
1 +
Fsk
cl
u (lo)
Kmv0w
)−1
.
To write full expressions for χ(lo) and ξ(lo) as observed
in simulation, we must consider the possible series of re-
action events and their probabilities when a contraction
or extension event takes place. We use a first-moment
approximation of the actual distribution of contraction
distances by considering the succession of kinetic events
possible, their mean behavior and their probabilities of
occurrence - because all random variables considered are
exponential holding times, we can easily compute proba-
bilities of events happening in succession via the memo-
ryless property of exponential distributions. With this in
mind, the expected value of contraction, given an initial
overlap lo can be written as:
E[χ|lo] ≈
[
χ¯(lo, k
cl
b ) + l¯w(lo)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
n→1
P (τ clb < τ
m
u ) +
[
ξ¯
(
χ¯∞, kclb
)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
m→0, n→1
P (τmu < τ
cl
b )P (τ
cl
b < τ
m
b ) + ...
The first term in this equation describes the simple prob-
abilistic pathway where n→ 1 before motor filament un-
binding. The latter branches are the various pathways
in which the motor filament can become (un)bound be-
fore cross-linkers rebind. We have defined χ¯∞ to be the
long-time limit of χ¯(lo, kr) such that kr → 0. Since this
pathway is only probable if P (τmu < τ
cl
b ), we can safely as-
sume that χ¯ relaxes fully in this case since τmu  Km/2η.
The second branch describes the series of events in which
m→ 0 and n→ 1 occur in succession. Other probabilis-
tic pathways are insignificant to the mean behavior of
the element. The frequency of these contraction events
is simply:
ωχ(lo) ≈
(
τ¯ clb (lo) + τ¯
cl
u (lo)
ρm
)−1
where we have defined the motor duty ratio in the zero-
force limit: ρm = k
m
u /(k
m
u + k
m
b ). In a similar manner,
the expected value of extension given an initial overlap
can be written in a first-moment approximation as:
E[ξ|lo] ≈
[
ξ¯(lo, k
cl
b )
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
n→1
P (τ clb < τ
m
b ) +
[
ξ¯(lo, k
m
b ) + l¯w(lo)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
m→1, n→1
P (τmb < τ
cl
b )P (τ
cl
b < τ
m
u ) + ...
with a frequency:
ωξ(lo) ≈
(
τ¯ clb (lo) + τ¯
cl
u (lo)
1− ρm
)−1
where the first branch describes n→ 1 before motor fila-
ment binding. The second branch then describes the case
of m→ 1 and n→ 1 in succession.
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